Transmission for 2002 ford explorer

Tracy answered 7 years ago. This is where I have to hand it to the dealer sorry guys. I don't
mean to toot the dealer's horn but it is a pretty good deal. OJ answered 7 years ago. Something
must have changed. The guy around the corner who worked for AAmco stated Ford dealerships
would call him up when they needed a rebuilt tranny. Could be that there's a limited number of
transmission models and years available. I doubt you need an entire rebuilt tranny, unless the
vehicle has been dogged or some catastrophe failure. The last time I needed tranny repair was
A guy I went to HS with took over his dads shop about 40 years ago. He repaired my explorer
tranny by removing it and replacing some part s My nephew still has the truck and it over K. The
only thing he does is bring it back to the tranny shop every 40K for a complete oil change and
filter. Cost about 80 bucks. Could be Tracy. I was having a little problem with the a while back
overdrive light occassionally and bad shifting I brought it to my guy and he said it was a ten
minute - electronic bolt on gizmo and cost about 40 bucks. I asked if I could replace the tranny
v6 with something more sturdy. He told me there was only one tranny for the V6, that's it, no
upgrades. Robert answered 7 years ago. It threw three trans codes. Two were about failing
gears which fails the inspection. Funny thing is the car rides fine on long and short hauls. So at
that point with the shop I had an open ended estimate. Not going get involved with that. So it
sounds like I was going to be seriously over charged. Bob, If there is a tranny shop in N. For
bucks, or a lot less, you can probably get a remanufactured trasmission. Keep in mind the
difference between rebuild and remanufacturer. Rebuild means repair the tranny up to the point
where it failed. Remanufacturer is totally different, And they do not remanufacture trannys at
AAmco. Oj Can you tell me the name and location of the family owned trans shop? Thanks, Bob.
Bob: I live in So. I'll give you the name and address if you want, but it is a long ride. Kelly
answered 7 years ago. Commenting on Tracy's comment to go to the Ford dealership I would
not feel confident replacing a Ford transmission with another Ford transmission. Every Explorer
we've owned has had transmission problems. We've maintained the vehicle, and yet it's almost
a given that when they reach a certain mileage, they're goners. OK, for a little insight about
Ford's remanufactured transmissions: Ford Motor Company does not rebuild them - an
authorized remanufacturer does. Ford specs them and supplies the parts. Most are abused. I've
owned Explorers since , all v6's. The 96 tranny went out at about 60K, The family owned shop
repaired it. The 99 went out at about 75K, The family owned shop repaired it. In both instances
my friend told me to bring it back every 40K for a complete fluid change and new filter. The 96
has about K and the 99 just turned K. My has been in every 40K for the procedure since new.
Pushing K with only one problem, a bolt exterior part having something to do with the
overdrive. Forget about the 90K change interval listed in the owners manual. Bob: I'm not
familiar with the vehicle inspection department of N. I may be overly suspicious, but I would
probably bring it to a Ford dealership, and without telling them about what the inspection
department said, have them check it out. Or go to a different inspection location for another bite
at the apple. I have ford explorer this morning i warmed it up before going to work. Without
seeing the part it would be only a wild guess at what it could be. You should tow it to a tranny
shop for a diagnosis. Hold on to your wallet! Habenero34 answered 6 years ago. Ford put in a
new or remanufactered tranny at K miles. Cost approx. Kelly answered 6 years ago. John
answered 6 years ago. I have a Expedition XLT 5. Do I need to replace the entire transmission?
OJ answered 6 years ago. If your problem is within the tranny, it sounds like the torque
converter needs replacing. Twinmommy answered 6 years ago. I have a Explorer V6. Trying to
accelerate it seemed like my 2nd gear went out.. Tried taking it to a shop to check fluids, but I
was scared I wouldnt make it so turned around and came home. Does this mean new tranny?
Not necessarily. There are electronic systems to your vehicle which governs when it shifts. It
could be that. Try to find a family owned tranny shop which has been around for a while.
Personally, I stay away from national chain concerns. Rohan answered 6 years ago. Just saying
Purchased a re-manufacturered 4. Reman tranny cost much less, if one is required. Dealer cost
much more than reputable shop. Just saying,. My experienced the same problem with the OD
light. Fortunately I grew up with a guy whose dad owned a tranny shop. We're in our 60's now
and he operates the shop. Brought it to him and he placed an electronic reader on the engine
and replaced some electronic gizmo in about twenty minutes. It's been working fine for four
years. Try finding a mom and pop place in business for a while. Seems every time read about
tranny problems the shops always recommends replacing it. Jwhite81 answered 6 years ago. Oj
I was reading through responses on here and I will say I'm feeling a lot more hopeful. What was
done to your 03? I have an 02 doing the same thing and if it could be fixed by the same process
I'd like to know what to look for. As a single parent with a tight budget I would like to keep my 02
for a bit longer and you have given me hope with your experiences that a full transmission
replacement may not be my only option. Thanks in advance to any information you'd have to
help. OJ answered 5 years ago. Allow me to explain further what mine was doing. Way back

then, occasionally the OD light would come on and the vehicle would experience a mild shifting
problem. Sometime the light would go off while driving, sometime stay on. When the vehicle
was parked, the light would go off and not come back on after restarting and ran fine. I called
the shop and the workman said when it comes on do not turn it off and immediately bring it to
his shop and do not shut off the engine. I did as he said when it occurred and he plugged up a
scanner to the engine, read a code and turned off the engine. I asked if I should leave the
vehicle and he said just make myself comfortable he sending the runner for the part.
Transmission did not come out of the vehicle to repair it and I was on my way in a little less than
an hour. Minimal cost. That was five years ago and I cannot locate the receipt. I'll see him later
this afternoon and ask if he can remember what he did. I'll get back later when I have the
answer. Caught him having his morning coffee. If my instance he stated the intermittent OD
light was caused by a bad overdrive servo which did not require the tranny be removed from the
vehicle for it to be replaced. Not saying that is the particular problem with your vehicle, but it is
common within the to , maybe later explorers. He did state, however, to rip out the maintenance
page in the owners manual where it states to service the tranny with an oil and filter change
every 90K. Have it performed every 30 to 40 K, It's a hundred bucks well spent. Megan answered
5 years ago. OJ--we have identical problem. We had tried grabbing an output speed sensor,
friend tried to get it on, couldn't loosen old one enough, his efforts kicked on the s fine light.
Kicked on the engine light. Took to a tranny shop that used to be great. Not any more. They say
they swapped it but I don't think they did it right too much to get into. Engine light stays on and
od light still intermittent. They told us they don't know what's wrong and just get new trranny!
So I'm going to another shop. What's the engine part he was referring to do u think?? Thanks so
much. Grace answered 5 years ago. Shannon answered 5 years ago. I have a 02 Ford explorer
with shift delaying issues. I had another 02 with similar issues and have had to replace all the
same things on it but the transmission and it had more miles on it. I have changed the filter and
did a flush on it and its seems to be driving better. Do I really need a new tranny? Robert
answered 5 years ago. Last year posed the question about replacing a Explorer transmission.
Finally replaced it about a year ago and it was a success. This February with , original miles on
it the engine through a rod according to my long-tie mechanic. He said he had seen more than
the usual of this with this year Explorer. The expense of replacing the engine was more than the
market value of the car so I scrapped it. As it turns out this particular year Explorer has been
documented as one of the worst cars Ford has made in recent times. Transmissions and
engines are well known for their premature failures. Virtually all tail gates have cracked class
action on this and Aluminum hood starts to anodize early on. Ford acknowledges some of these
issues but refuses to do anything about them. So I will never buy another Ford product. Buyers
beware on purchasing this car or sinking any significant amount of money into it. Tina
answered 5 years ago. Wow i brought a ford explore nice! RolandoAviles answered 5 years ago.
I own an explorer , 4. There is a rattle Sound coming from the engine when is cold and fading
away when Is warm up. The rattle sound happens just when driving the engine cold as I
mentioned. Dealer says need s new tranny. A trans Shop says keep driving it until Breaks,Car
runs fine. What should I do? Had same car as you. Car was running fine but when I went yo get
inspected here in NY they hooked the inspection computer into the car's computer and three
codes popped up that said there was a problem with the two of gears. Could not pass
inspection. Had a similar rattle in the engine at around your mileage. Six months after the trans
repair the engine threw a rod. My advice trade it in before both your tran and engine blow. My
mechanic told me that this particular year of Explorer is garbage. We were given a Ford Explorer
from a friend. His wife said while he was backing down the driveway, He put the SUV in Drive
before coming to a complete stop. Not once but twice. He paid to replace tranny first time. We
have been told it has to be a transmission to repair it. He did keep it clean all the time. First my
OD light started flickering, then Check Engine Soon light came on, then gears started slipping
and went out completely. All this happened within 3 weeks. There are thousands of these
stories throughout the internet on the Explorer. I even called Ford and as usual they acted like
they didn't know of a problem for this model. Not like they wouldn't admit it. They told me
nothing was being done by them too help. I will never by another Ford vehicle and not because
of the problem but because of there lack of concern for the many thousands of people that
bought that piece of crap they knew about and did nothing about. I will inform every person I
can about this and hopefully they won't support this crap company either. I'm driving a 99 XLT
4x4 just shy of , miles. Truck has been from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico. I had the of light
issue around , and truck went until , Still had issues with OD light at , it would blink and rpms
would go up , but you stop, turn off engine light would stop and rpms return to normal. Just lost
reverse again. This truck has been a champ. Other than paint and clear coat being mostly gone,
hood arms worn out and drive side latch breaking. I will continue to own a Ford. I replaced

transfer case at 90, Dealer said I had submerged it. And I was living in the desert! Other than
that it still gets 17mpg in town and 23 on highway! Only charges AC once and that was 8 yrs
ago. Control arms the truck can eat, but 4x4 works fine. Many a fire road in AZ, will go thru 2 ft
of fallen snow, and always starts. I work at a small college in LA and I have jumped closed to
cars when others won't do it. Dusty may not look great but I have put two teenagers behind the
wheel, and it has safely gotten each to and from HS. I still take him on the interstate fully loaded
mile round trips to move one child back and forth to college the past three years. Right now my
second one is trying to wear him out as he drives him every day to HS. Ford does make
clunkers but this is my second explorer, first was a 94 that I sold to a neighbor in MI with , miles
and they still own it! Hell my 99 the only time it see a garage is when I need it worked on. Yes, it
has sat in below MI winters and hot as hell summers. Cranked almost everytime! I need new
tensioners to get rid of tapping in motor but that is only in low end. Dusty has been a great ride,
so for those of you with explorers don't give up on them!!!! Scott answered 4 years ago. Hey
99ExplorerFan, interesting you said that about the transfer case. I had some weird noises
coming from underneath on my 02 XLT and mechanic said the transfer case was full of water.
I've never driven it through water, other than normal Missouri rain. He cleaned it out and sealed
it. I replaced my trans at almost exactly , mi. The previous owner had pulled a monster trailer
around, and it doesn't even have the towing package. I could not believe that transmission
made it k. Im at k now, and hearing a whirring sound from rear axle, wondiering if U joint is out
or something. Was considering maybe having a v8 and new drivetrain put in but from
everything i heave read, that is not easy or reasonably priced type of project. My wife wants a
camper and I really like my 02 Explorer, but may have to end up selling her. Then about 4
months ago i lost overdrive altogether. Then about 2 weeks ago when it finally cooled off in GA
some, like mid 50s at night, started needing to let the truck warm up a little or it wouldnt shift
into any gear without alot of slipping and rpms running up much like a slipping clutch on a
manual.. Love it, but was a hard decision to put that much into something that old. So am
hoping this gets me another 60 or 70k miles at least or if all else fails. Its a total crap shoot, you
might not drive but a few weeks, or maybe like me you get almost a year more and another 15 or
20 k miles like i did. I literally took the truck to florida and back twice with no overdrive as well
as North Carolina a handful of times and even took it on a mile trip with no issues with the trans
like this to tunica , MS, just made it so i kept it under 75mph, which was a blessing in disguise.
Gooberbeve answered 4 years ago. I have a 02 as well , on it. Never has given me any
significant problems. My front window regulators just went out. I think I got my money's worth.
Just do all the major tune ups along with the minor ones. No fee to return core. Guru5YP8J
answered 3 years ago. I took my Explorer to a Trans shop in the area,and it was throwing two
codes, a P,and the second code showed that I had no 3rd gear. My 02 Explorer is in pristine
shape in and out, and to be honest every issue issue I've read about pertaining to this vehicle,
alarm going off for know reason,transmission,tail gate,etc. The shame is that their very nice
SUV's, and to be honest this vehicle is just a back up vehicle for the family. Would I purchase
another Explorer new or used? No,and if Ford would have just done things right from the
beginning, I would have purchased many more Explorers. In my tail gate lift cracked completely
into 3 sections. At 65, miles, my transmission went out and I replaced it. Now, at , miles 6 years
later I need yet another transmission. Good bye Ford, Hello Toyota! I went to work about two
weeks ago and the car started fine. When i got off of work it took a second longer to turn on.
The next day it took about 5 times to turn it on. Then later that day it wou I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. LKQ Online is listing a
used transmission in good, working condition. No photos of the actual transmission are
available. A Stock photo has been used as a general representation. Warranty covers the
transmission case, torque converter included for automatic transmissions only and all internal
components. The warranty does not cover any external wiring, sensors or other external parts
that can be transferred from your current transmission. There is NO core charge for this
transmission. To aid in installation, you get to keep your current transmission and all attached
accessories. This is NOT a manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded. Sport Trac; 8 cyl
4. You will only receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do
not assume anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are
guaranteed to be in good working condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the

part s will fit the vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped
with the EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your
application. Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please
consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues
from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause. Re-learning or resetting the
Transmission to the vehicle may involve towing Not Driving to a dealership of same
manufacturer in order to be performed. In certain types of Transmissions the TCM transmission
controlling computer is incorporated with the Valve body which may require the valve body to
be replaced. Transfer cases are not included with transmission from AWD vehicles. Warranty
does NOT cover labor, diagnostic, towing or rental car costs. This will ensure the cooling
system is flowing. You may verify with your local dealer if a re-learn is required for your vehicle.
We do not reimburse for this service. Lack of valid business name and phone number will delay
your order. Please provide the business name and phone number during eBay checkout. Sales
Tax may be applicable. You must provide at the time of check out a day time phone number.
You must also provide our authorized Proof of Purchase email at the time of pick up in order for
your item to be released. If not presented you will be turned away until you have provided the
Proof of Purchase this is for your own protection. The Proof of Purchase will be emailed within
2 business days of receipt of full payment. They will not have any packaging included. If you will
need this type of service please contact us. PayPal Only Credit Cards can be used through
PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be accepted for example: certified,
personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable sales tax will be collected for all
orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part must be located in Canada Sales
tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in Canada. Please check rates below. Due
to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able to respond to questions related to
orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to respond to fitment or other general
questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the answers you are looking for. We hope
you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle Engine Size:. The Explorer has a very
well-established record of expensive transmission failure at under k miles. Adding insult to
injury, the Explorer also has a massive problem with the rear panel cracking. While it's a minor
annoyance compared to transmission failure, ironically the crack usually goes right through the
Ford logo. Car is holding up and operating well otherwise but transmission failure seems to be
a well documented problem with this vehicle. Bumping clunking and now inability to go into
reverse. Sealed system leaks - no transmission fluid indicator This was the first time I had to
have the transmission replaced. I have had to replace the transmission 2 more times after this
which I will be filing a complaint for the next 2 as well. I think it is pretty sad that we have to
replace a transmission 3 times since we have purchased this car. The mechanic at that garage
said he had no idea what could be causing the problem. Tto have vehicle to go to be fixed. They
said they drained the transmission fluid and from that could tell we needed a new transmission.
He did find a used transmission and put in. After having the transmission replaced i got the
vehicle back. Then we had to have it taken to a transmission specialist. They explained to me
that the computer never read the same it went back and forth between two different problems
and it had to be one of two things so he fixed one of them said it seemed to be running fine.
Since having the used transmission put in we have had nothing but problems. The problems i'm
having with transmission are very similar as the other hundreds of complaints. I believe now
that the transmission that my parents were told needed to replaced was likely replaced with a
used explorer transmission. If you are having problem with your transmission take to a
transmission specialist or at the very least get second opinion. My boyfriend was given
instructions on how to check fluid on an enclosed transmission. He tried to do it and he made
mistake which messed th up pretty bad. He was unable to fix it so we took to transmission
garage again and those genius mechainics fixed it once again. He said it didnt have two gears
though i am not sure but i think he said 2 or 3 and 5th gear. My transmission slips and acts
funny all the time. I was told to pull over and turn off vehicle. The transmission seems to be
slipping and shifting a lot worse. My check engine light came on about 2 or 3 months ago now
and hasnt turned off. I really think the used transmission was from another explorer. I am
amazed after reading through all the complaints that Ford will not do a recall. I would never buy
another vehicle from ford they know they put junk transmissions in the explorers and will not do
a recall. Yes it would cost them a real lot of money to recall these vehicles but the ford name
would still be good. You can not trust the quality of the vehicles they make. And they will ignore
any problems in the vehicles they make if they can get away with it. Whagt they are doing is
wrong on many levels. I contacted Ford to see if there's any programs where they would assist
in repairing the transmission but they were unhelpful. There should be a recall on these
transmissions since Ford is aware of all the problems with the Ford Explorer. I'm very

disappointed with Ford Motors. One of 3 issues with transmission. This vehicle cost almost as
much to repair as it did to buy! For goodness sake! It is so sad to have this problem, as the rest
of the car is in perfect shape. I have had other cars that were similar in shape go well past ,
miles without any significant failures of the engine, transmission, etc. So it is disappointing that
I will have to spend 3 - 4 thousand to have the transmission fixed, as everyone seems to know,
including Ford, that it is a problem. Ford - Recall the transmission! What a pain, just want to
know what's wrong and how much to fix it before my family gets stranded on a degree day. My
Ford Explorer had been well maintained. There is no way the transmission should be slipping at
barely , miles! I think Ford should recall these and offer repairs for free! I will never buy another
Ford again! It is roomy, interior is nice and kept up well. It is my fishing truck, but cleans up
nicely after a wash. The Ford Explorer does have its known problems such as rear differential
grinding and transmission issues. The rear differential, transmission and both front wheel hubs
were replaced at , miles after the transmission started slipping and dropping the pan found
noticeable chunks of fingernail sized chunks of transmission parts in it. The rear differential has
been whining since 70, miles. After an overhaul of the rear differential, and fluid replacement, it
still whines. A few years later and after 50, miles on the new transmission, it doesn't want to go
into reverse. Just sits there. I'm currently frustrated at this new symptom as I was planning on
driving it another , miles. I hate to get rid of this vehicle after I have replaced the above
mentioned car parts already. Engine is still strong, timing chain and regular maintenance kept
up with. How many miles do you have on your Ford Explorer? Why when so many ford
explorers had this problem did ford not recall them and fix them. Were these transmissions
such junk that they cant even fix the old ones? Who puts steel components working in
conjunction with an aluminum block? There is a pending patent for a machined servo with
packing's on it to preserve the pressure inside the transmission. Andy with A1E Solutions has
the patent. In 90 percent of similar cases it fixes the problem. Total right now is running me
close to dollars. The transmission design is totally bogus as well. Why would you put the filler
plug on the bottom side of the vehicle. You need a special ordered tool just to do it. This
transmission was set up for Ford to make money off of since the get go. I wish there would be a
recall but I just don't see it happening. I have owned 3 ford explorers in the past, I was always
told that the explorers were known to have transmission problem but I never did until this I have
had so many problems with this suv, it has been in the shop more then I have driven it. I
thought everything that could go wrong already did, wrong My Ford Explorer has had so many
ridiculous problems. This one is extremely inconvenient. The car has trouble shifting gears, it
spins from 1st to 2nd gear and then I have to let go of the accelerator for it to shift again, it
skips 3rd gear altogether and jerks into fourth after pressing and depressing the accelerator a
series of times. Once it's in 4th gear, it doesn't go past 50 MPH. My mechanic says his monitor
detected a faulty solender and the entire pack has to be replaced, but that may not be the only
problem. If that doesnt do the trick even though it needs to be replaced regardless he will have
to open the transmission and possibly rebuild or replace some of the parts. I have encountered
hundreds of other ford explorer owners with the same problem. Aside from this, I have a list of
other dangerous issues that this car has had and that has endagered my family's and my life
numerous times: - Gear shift breaking off the steering column as I shifted from reverse to drive
in the middle of a busy intersection. Ford should be incriminated for selling these vehicles
knowing full well that they are flooded with life threatening issues to their customers. Yea, so
me too I'm the original owner of the Explorer. However, the transmission stopped slipping for
about 2 years. But, of course, it has started slipping again, and worse then ever. It's only a
matter of time now. I'm weighing getting the transmission fixed, or driving the car off a cliff, and
getting another car. While the car is 10 years old, it still has less then k miles on it, that saddens
me! Funny, I enjoyed this car, and told myself that when I was ready to replace it I would buy
another Ford, like the Edge. Yea, that was then Ford needs to step up and address this problem
The repair shop I used said its very common among Explorers. Ford knows the transmissions
they used are faulty and dangerous and should be honorable enough to fix the issues they
created by installing faulty parts. They tried so hard to create a company that is on your side
through the financial crisis, but don't seem to want to step up to the plate when they know they
are at fault. I have to believe the customers they will lose over this will be much costlier than
doing the right thing and recalling the faulty transmissions. I had been a pretty loyal Ford
owner, but its up to them to make a stand and do the right thing. Ford if you want us to stand
behind you as a company, then stand behind your products and fix this issue. Since I
purchased this vehicle it has spent more time in a repair shop than it has on the road. I live on
limited income, and cant seem to get any help from where I purchased it, or from ford. My
Explorer has been clunking lately, when i lift off the gas pedal it bangs.. From 1st to second
gear there is a pause like it does not want to change gears. Transmission slipped when car was

new, but Ford said it was nothing. I barely made it to the mechanic on 1st gear. VPWR circuit
open or shorted. Faulty PCM. I just found out that I have a Ford Explorer with the worst
transmission built by Ford. I called over 10 shops and everyone of them said that they do of the
transmissions per month just on this generation of Explorer. A civil case has to be filed because
hundreds if not thousands of owners have sunk dollars of hard earned money to fix a problem
that Ford should have recalled. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Ford dealer.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Explorer problem yet. Be the
first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip
code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Worried about potential repair costs? An
extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see
vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Ford
Explorer problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See most expensive repairs Worried
about potential repair costs? Chart based on 53 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes
repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance.
Replaced transmission at transmission shop. Chose this because the trans had lasted this long
and worried about an unknown transmission. Still bangs slightly when I back up. Terrible
transmission in this car. I am replacing to sell it. Common occurance on Explorers with this
particulr transmission. Was repaired under warranty few years ago. At , rear finally went - car
barely drivable. Drove to dealer and traded in for new Honda. Replaced 4x4 computer module
behind glovebox. Bores worn, overdrive planetary gear destroyed. Has been howling for , km
and finally died. Pinion seal. Repair shop repaired the transmission by replacing the worn out
and broken components. A complete overhaul was required. Shop covered the second overhaul
for free. Drove home much quieter. Was told by dealer couldn't be fixed. It's a factory defect
problem and I ended up shimming the pinion in the rear end myself. Replaced 2 4WD control
modules. Did not fix. Turned out bearings were shot. Rear-end needed complete rebuild. Noted
fluid still leaking after seal replacement; would need to take vehicle back to repair again.
Replaced transmission, front and rear wheel bearings, rear seals, differential including gears
and bearings and more that I can't remember. The 8. Dealer had fixed the trans 10 years ago,
and it, all of a sudden, started slipping. See TrueDelta's information for all Ford models.
Transmission was going for the last three years and finally had to get it rebuilt. Transmission
went out completely at , miles. Third gear clusters out on 5-speed automatic transmission. Rear
end of the vehicle making loud whining noise above 30 mph, research says might be differential
or wheel bearings but had not had it diagnosed at time of sale. Rear differential has made noise
since new. Transmission failed at , km. When sold had some noise coming from the rear end, a
high pitched whining sound when accelerating, but we didn't do anything about it. Past
transmission overhaul failed at 40, miles. Rear seal on differential leak, noise in rear end. Have
had a grinding noise in the engine when cold for about miles, according to forums it's a timi.
Replaced clutch in rear differential. Still doesn't work. Rear end howling. Replaced the rear
differential oil in an attempt to shut up the rear end which failed. Transfer case I'm told was
toasted. Rear-end noise checked for excessive noise. Replaced front axle seal; after looking to
see what kind of effort repair would entail, decided to let mechanic fix. Replaced rear axle seal;
had replaced rear differential fluid which leaked out; decided to let mechanic replace the seal.
Had the differential rebuilt. I'm on my 3rd transmission now. Your question might be answered
by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you
are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Only 6 left
in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard
to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan
starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after
manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all
included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by
SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished
products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical
breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a
gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit
"Your Orders" on Amazon. Brand: Phoenix Transmission Parts. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and
sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by AutoMaxx. Lubegard Dr. Ships
from and sold by TruTrans. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this

item? Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
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